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Behaviour is especially important in Islam. Good behaviour and good character makes 
people think good of Islam and Muslims, whilst bad behaviour and bad character spoils the 
good name of Islam and of Muslims.  The prophet and the Sahaabah were respected and 
Islam was looked upon as the best way of living because of Good Character. 
At Al-Islamia we will be working extremely hard to make sure that we all behave. To 
achieve this, we have a Behaviour & Reward policy. 
 
 At the beginning of every term all of you will be given 50 stars each and your name will be 
placed in the GREEN ZONE at the beginning of each week. 
 
If you behave for the whole term and your name stays on the green zone you will keep your 
50 stars. At the end of every term, you will be awarded a ‘sticker' and a treat, if you behave 
every term, you will also be awarded a prize in the end of year prize giving assembly. 
 
If you misbehave it will not be tolerated and we will use the colour zone warning chart in 
the following way: 

1. If you are caught misbehaving the first time: BLUE ZONE (1 star lost)                    
You will be verbally warned. 

2. Misbehave again?                                      YELLOW ZONE  (2 star lost)                   

    You will sit out at break time. 

3. Misbehave again?     ORANGE ZONE (4 stars lost)    

 You will sit out at lunch playtime. 

4. Misbehave again?     RED ZONE   (5 stars lost) 

A Red Misbehaviour Dot will be placed on your Zone record Chart. The Pastoral 
support coordinator (PSC) Apa will speak to you and you will be placed on a weekly 
report. Time out during outdoor play during lunchtime and from lunchtime clubs will 
also be considered. 

If you improve your name will go back into the GREEN ZONE  

Each time you receive a red dot then an Incident Record will be filed and your 
parents will be informed. 

If you receive two Red Dots your parents will be asked to come in to discuss your 
behaviour and the next steps, we need to take to help you behave. If you 
severely misbehave (fighting, bullying, swearing etc.) you will be sent to the 
office immediately and your parents will be informed. 



 

 

 

 


